
Massachusetts: Still Progressive? 
The Case for Re-investing in one of the Nation’s Bluest States

For progressives, this November’s mid-term election was distressing. Republican and Tea Party  
candidates won claim over Congress, promising to make President Obama and Democrats “squeal.” 

The silver lining in Massachusetts: at least we’re still progressive. Or are we? 

This is Massachusetts, which is synonymous with progressivism. We don’t need to sound the alarm the 
way we need to in, say, Texas or Florida. 

But that’s just it. As we put Massachusetts politics on cruise control, believing that progressive politicians 
and politics will be elected simply because the state leans to the left, we are quietly losing important  
battles and failing to push the needle. This month’s election gives us an opportunity for a gut-check. 
How bold are we in Massachusetts? How innovative? How truly progressive? 

The truth is, we’ve lost our mojo. Massachusetts has the potential to be a blue state leader, showing  
other states what true blue progressive means. Currently, our progressivism is mediocre, at best. But  
the potential for greatness is there. 

Even Here, We’re Losing

Something is amiss in Massachusetts. In November, we lost the corner o!ce to Republican Charlie Baker 
but won other constitutional o!ces. We won earned sick time but couldn’t update a basic recycling law. 
Progressives picked up four seats but Republicans picked up six. 

In what’s considered a progressive bastion, we’re looking awfully conservative. Even with a Democratic 
Governor and legislature, we could not pass an update to our income tax.  The phrase, “Even here we 
can’t pass (fill in the blank),” is becoming all too familiar. 
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“The entire nation looks to Massachusetts as an incubator for bold 
initiatives that uphold equality and justice—like gay marriage and 
healthcare. If we can’t do it here, we might not do it, ever.”



Consider these sobering facts: 

• Nearly 1 in 5 of our children live in poverty. We are 8th in the country for income inequality and   
 over 65% of our students graduate from college with debt.  

• In the legislature, women make up just 25% of the legislative body. Out of 200 seats, people of color   
 hold just ten. 

• Aside from Governor Patrick, voters have consistently elected Republican governors since 1990.   
 Even with Governor Patrick, the conservative legislature would not let him advance certain issues,  
 like the progressive income tax. 

• While we updated the state minimum wage to $11 starting in 2016 (and 50% tipped credit), Seattle  
 just passed a $15 minimum wage. Massachusetts is now number one in the nation for a statewide   
 minimum wage increase, yet even here, we can’t pass a livable wage for struggling working families. 

• Even with a majority in the state legislature, we still don’t have public financing of campaigns. While  
 we made significant election reforms this past session, we still couldn’t pass the number one goal of   
 election-day registration. 

Voters in Massachusetts have an appetite for progressive reform, like reducing climate change and the 
income gap. In July 2014, a Boston Globe poll found that voters consistently side with left-leaning  
policies even though just one-third of them consider themselves liberals. Yet our blue legislature is  
increasingly voting purple.

Investing in Massachusetts 

Why is it important to unmask our progressivism? Shouldn’t we just be content with the victories we 
have passed? 

Here’s why we can’t settle: The entire nation looks to Massachusetts as an incubator for bold initiatives 
that uphold equality and justice—like gay marriage and healthcare. If we can’t do it here, we might not do 
it, ever. 

And we know something is amiss. We are making some advances but its not enough. There are good 
ideas but no coalescence between the field and philanthropy around particular strategies. 

We have to inject some truth back into Massachusetts’ progressivism. If we want to generate and sustain  
progressive policy change year after year, then we must develop a sustainable state-based infrastructure  
that ensures that the right people are elected, held accountable and a visionary agenda is pursued. 

We believe there is a need for donors to bring people together to start thinking about what’s missing and 
what it would look like to be a blue state laboratory and innovator. 

Funders can help by investing here, parceling a portion of philanthropy dollars to make Massachusetts 
more progressive. We can’t lead the way for the rest of the nation if we’re not carving a path. Right now, 
we’re setting the bar low. We can do better. 

To learn more about PMFC’s work, contact Alexandra Russell: alexandra.russellb@gmail.com.

The Progressive Massachusetts Funders Collaborative (PMFC) is a small group of individual, social justice funders 
committed to investing and leveraging c4 funds to build a more progressive Massachusetts. We believe in short term 
electoral victories combined with building an integrated, permanent progressive electoral infrastructure. 


